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David Gordon & Ford Bartholow

 

2019 Ladies Member-
Member Results



 



  

Susie & Joanne                                                Colleen & Patti

Simplify your short game

 

Practice, check, repeat on the coursePractice, check, repeat on the course
 

Knowing exactly how far you hit each wedge with a short, medium and full

swing is vital if you want to become an accurate wedge player. You can also

start to practice different shots. 

 

9-3 swing 11-1 swing Full swing

 



 

Bump and runs.

Flop shot.

Low shot into back pin

position. Low controlled

shot into the wind.

High approach shot into

front pin position.

 

Armed with your wedge chart and

your favorite distance with your

favorite wedge, you’ll know where to

lay-up if you can’t get to the green

with your approach. That’s better

game management. Every golfer,

whatever their handicap, should have

a wedge chart.

 

Fill your wedge chartFill your wedge chart
To gauge a distance for each of your swings for each wedge can be difficult

without assistance. So why not book a session with us. Let’s complete your

wedge chart and at the same time, we can look over your three swings.

Maybe there are other improvements.

 

Book a session >Book a session >
 

Enjoy the journey
 

Golf and fitness have a lot of similarities especially when it comes to

reaching for goals. For instance most people will describe their fitness goal

as something like: “I want to lose weight”. But, for most, “losing weight” isn’t

enough motivation to either start, or complete the journey.

 

http://www.kylebauerpga.com/contactus


 

 

You need to think through WHY you want to

lose weight. What is the emotional experience

you want to enjoy or pain you want to remove

by losing weight? If you want to travel the

journey to less weight that’s what you need to

connect to.

 

It’s the same with golf.It’s the same with golf.
Lowering your handicap is rarely enough motivation to be better.

Why would you want to be better?

What joy would you like to experience? 

What pain would you like to remove?  

 



 

 

Start a journeyStart a journey
Come and share your hopes and fears with us. Let us help you with an

assessment that helps us guide you on a journey to overcome the

challenges of golf, and gain more of the amazing rewards this game offers.

Decide to start a new journey now. Let’s get better together. 

 

Contact us >Contact us >
 

Share 

 

This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Kyle Bauer and is provided as a
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